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Abstract
We devise a multimodal conversation system for dialogue utterances composed of
text, image or both modalities. We leverage Auxiliary UnsuperviseD vIsual and TExtual
Data (AUDITED). To improve the performance of text-based task, we utilize translations
of target sentences from English to French to form the assisted supervision. For the
image-based task, we employ the DeepFashion dataset in which we seek nearest neighbor
images of positive and negative target images of the MMD data. These nearest neighbors
form the nearest neighbor embedding providing an external context for target images. We
form two methods to create neighbor embedding vectors, namely Neighbor Embedding
by Hard Assignment (NEHA) and Neighbor Embedding by Soft Assignment (NESA)
which generate context subspaces per target image. Subsequently, these subspaces are
learnt by our pipeline as a context for the target data. We also propose a discriminator
which switches between the image- and text-based tasks. We show improvements over
baselines on the large-scale Multimodal Dialogue Dataset (MMD) and SIMMC.
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Introduction

Deep learning is popular in many areas e.g., object detection [17], speech recognition [19],
image super-resolution [14], text and natural language processing [11], domain adaptation
[26, 28, 46], few-shot learning [24, 57, 58, 60], and even arts recognition [28, 59]. Realistic
problems such as Visual Question Answering (VQA) are often multimodal. Image Captioning (IC) [54] learns from text and images to generate image captions. VQA [55] answers
questions about a video by leveraging the spatio-temporal visual data and the accompanying text. Multimodal conversation systems use text and images used together as chat bots
[35], autonomous retail agents [37] and task-specific dialogue systems [51]. Saha et al. [37]
introduced one of the largest multimodal conversation datasets called Multimodal Dialogue
(MMD) dataset, containing over 150K shopper-retail agent dialogues. Figure 1a shows dialogues of shoppers asking about/referring to items or asking for items from a given image.
MMD contains the image- and text-based tasks. In the image-based task, the model has to
retrieve/rank the correct image from given positive and negative images in response to the
multimodal context. The text-based task predicts the agent’s response within the context.
In this paper, we go beyond separate protocols of Saha et al. [37] by introducing a discriminator whose role is to learn/predict an appropriate task. As a limited number of utterances contain images, we leverage external visual and textual knowledge via the so-called
assisted supervision. Figure 1a shows our pipeline. Our contributions are listed below:
∗ The corresponding author.
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(a)
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Figure 1: Our pipeline includes the Multimodal Encoder, Text Decoder, Image Decoder
(Feature Matching Head) and the Task Discriminator (Fig. 1a). The MMD dataset contains
dialogues between shoppers (S) and retail agents (A) which progress in time. Dialogues are
split by the sliding window (default protocol) to form the input (CONTEXT) fed to the Multimodal Encoder. The output (TARGET) may contain text, images, or both modalities, which
are imposed via dedicated losses on the Text and/or Image Decoders. The switches indicate
that one half of the Context Descriptor ψ may be passed to the Text Decoder and the other
half to the Image Decoder depending on the Task Discriminator. The details of Multimodal
Encoder, Text Decoder and Image Decoder are shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 3, respectively.
Figure 1b shows 3 nearest neighbors (columns 2–4) retrieved (decreasing similarity order)
from DeepFashion [30] for query samples (column 1) from the MMD dataset [37]. Feature
descriptors were encoded by ResNet-50, the approximate nearest neighbor search was performed by the FAISS library [23]. Such images form an external context for target images.
i. We propose a novel assisted supervision to create a context for target images and thus
implicitly incorporate more images in unsupervised manner into the learning process of
image-based task. The DeepFashion dataset [30] is used to search for closest matching
images to given positive and negative target images. Through the perspective of sampling
the natural manifold of images, we capture context images for target images.
ii. We design two embeddings for neighbor images: Neighbor Embedding by Hard Assignment (NEHA) and Neighbor Embedding by Soft Assignment (NESA). NEHA retrieves
η nearest neighbors for positive/negative target images to encode them into subspace descriptors by SVD. NESA also reweights the contribution of each context image by the
membership probability in a GMM-like model [25, 27] spanned on target images.
iii. For the text-based task, we propose an assisted supervision that uses translation decoders
to generate predictions of text in multiple languages to learn a universal representation of
conversations by limiting ambiguities of a single language model [31].
iv. Finally, we introduce a discriminator whose role is to combine image- and text-based
tasks by learning to predict an appropriate task in response given the multimodal context.
The above strategy of leveraging unsupervised data can be seen as capturing the variance
of linguistic and visual data to help the network capture how each utterance may vary.

2

Related Work

Below we describe popular dialogue systems, and detail the Multimodal Hierarchical Encoder Decoder (M-HRED) [37] on which we build.

Conversation Systems. Early conversation systems [3, 5] use scripts and subtitles for
retrieval of responses in a dialogue. Ritter et al. [36] uses generative probabilistic models
for conversations on blogging websites. VQA approaches [4, 53] answer questions about
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Figure 2: In Multimodal Encoder, shown in Fig. 2a, the text is processed by a first-level GRU
while images are encoded by ResNet-50 to obtain compact embeddings. We concatenate text
and avg-pooled image representations (if image is not present, we use a null vector) by
into utterance descriptors φ 1 , ..., φ 3 and process them with a second-level GRU to produce
the Context Descriptor ψ , which we pass it to the Text Decoder with the assisted supervision in Figure 2b. The text is translated from English (ground truth) into French (and other
languages). The losses (per language) encourage the network to absorb syntactic differences
which implicitly helps capture the true dynamics of the dialogue better. Standard Text Encoder [37] consists of the gray blocks while pink blocks form our assisted supervision.
images. Approaches [10, 29] tackle visual dialogs about individual images. Approach [47]
focuses on the visual dialog navigation. Bhattacharya et al. [7] retrieves images via textual
queries. FashionIQ [20] is concerned with the NLP-based image retrieval.
Recent dialogue systems use an RNN encoder-decoder [41, 45]. Hierarchical Recurrent
Encoder-Decoder [38] uses a two-level RNN to create a context-aware conversation system.
Approach [37] predicts answers of a shopping assistant from natural conversations of the
large scale MMD dataset, which we use. Below, we describe and build on models [39, 40].

Multimodal-Hierarchical Encoder Decoder. M-HRED [37] is an extension of Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder Decoder (HRED) models [39, 40]. HRED consists of two different
levels of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [32] combined together, which represent an encoder which captures the so-called word and sentence context, respectively. The first RNN
in HRED model learns to generate the next word in a given sentence by using the word
context. The second RNN takes the final representation of a given sentence to generate the
representation of next sentence by using the sentence context. An RNN decoder receives a
sentence-level representation to decode it and generate a full sentence. Moreover, M-HRED
and HRED use the interconnected encoder and decoder but M-HRED also uses images.
Multimodal Encoder (ME). ME receives a sequence of N utterances (so-called context) to
produce the Context Descriptor via GRU [9]. An utterance contains a sentence, image or
both modalities. Images are encoded by VGG-16 [44] (4096 ch. of the last FC layer [37]).
Multimodal Utterance Encoder (MUE) in Fig. 2a consists of two levels of GRU [9]. The
first-level GRU (bottom) contains hidden states h n1 , ..., h nM , where M is the maximum number
of input words per utterance, each word is one-hot encoded with a discrete vocabulary of size
V =7457, n=1, ..., N and N is the context size e.g., N =3 utterances. The first-level GRU and
ResNet-50 encode words and images, respectively. The last state and the output of ResNet50 are concatenated by into φ and padded with zeros if image or text is missing. Encoded
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Figure 3: Our Image Decoder a.k.a. Feature Matching Head consists of the main stream
(FC→ReLU→FC) whose role is to take Context Descriptors ψ and produce visual features
ψ ∗ that are combined with loss L† in Eq. (1). The traditional head (older method) contains
one FC layer (gray block). For each ground truth target positive and negative image descrip−
tors ψ + and ψ −
1 , ..., ψ K from the MMD dataset (encoded by ResNet-50), we find η and
ηK approximate nearest neighbor image descriptor from DeepFashion [30] with the FAISS
library [23]. Then we create positive and negative mean descriptors µ + and µ − as well as
subspaces Θ + and Θ − with NEHA or NESA step. They capture the mean and variability of
positive and negative images. The role of another FC layer is to learn positive visual context
µ , Θ ) via the assisted supervision loss L‡ in Eq. (2) which attracts (µ
µ , Θ)
representations (µ
+
+
µ , Θ ) and repels it from (µ
µ − , Θ − ). Finally, (µ
µ , Θ ) are combined with the main
towards (µ
stream via a residual link (operator ⊕). Blocks with dashed borders/losses are not used during testing. During testing, ψ ∗ is matched against test images of an utterance. In the above
example, the correct ground truth is ranked as second (R@1 fails but R@2 succeeds).
utterances are passed to the Context Encoder (CE), a second-level GRU, with hidden states
h 01 , ..., h 0N 0 shown in Fig. 2a (top) to obtain a Context Descriptor ψ per context. Fig. 1a
shows examples of context and target utterances. We use encoder networks from the MHRED model [37] (results in the same testbed, based on ResNet-50).
Multimodal Decoder (MD). MD receives the Context Descriptor ψ from CE. For the textbased task, the target is a sentence. A GRU decoder [39] with hidden states h e1 , ..., h eM0
generates the target sentence word-by-word, starting with the start-of-sentence and ending
with end-of-sentence token. Given the target ground truth sentence with one-hot representation of words ye and the final output predictions pe from the model (e indicates English),
the combined Multimodal Encoder Decoder is trained via the cross-entropy loss. At the test
time, the quality of generated utterance is evaluated against target ground truth sentences via
so-called BLEU and NIST metrics [37]. Figure 2b shows our extended Text Decoder (pink
plus gray blocks) and the baseline Text Decoder (gray block) [37]. The image-based task
is the ranking-based task. Given a positive target image, and K negative images, Context
Descriptor ψ is ranked against these positive and negative images at the test time. During
training, M-HRED uses the cosine similarity and the hinge loss:



1 K − 
−
∗T
+
ψ
(1)
L† ψ ∗ ; ψ +, ψ −
,
...,
ψ
=
max
0,
1−ψ
ψ
−
∑ ψk ,
K
1
K k=1
where ψ ∗ ∈ R4096 is a feature vector obtained by passing the Context Descriptor ψ ∈ R1024
from CE via an FC layer, and ψ + ∈ R4096 and ψ − ∈ R4096 correspond to image descriptors
(VGG-16) for the positive and negative ground truth images, resp. The Hinge loss encourages ψ ∗ to be close to ψ + and away from ψ − . L is minimized w.r.t. network parameters.
Self-supervised Learning. Pretext tasks such as sampling and predicting patch locations
(left, right, top left, top right), rotations (0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ ) or other transformations are
popular in self-supervision [13, 15, 16, 56, 58]. Note self-supervision by mutual information
estimation [21], egomotion prediction [2], and multi-task self-supervised learning [12]. One
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(d)

Fig. 4a & 4b are cross-validation results w.r.t.
λ f and λ for the text- and image-based tasks.
Fig. 4c & 4d are cross-val. results (R@1 &
R@3 metric) w.r.t. η 0 and η for the imagebased task. If η 0 =0, we use µ − and µ + only.

may use Bag-of-Words on hand-crafted descriptors for an alignment task [49, 50], or form
positive and negative sampling for a contrastive learning strategy [61, 62, 63]. GAN-based
pipelines [18, 42, 43] also perform self-supervision by generator-discriminator competition.

Motivation from Cognitive Psychology. For the text-based task, we use a translating
network [34] and decoders to predict target responses in several languages. This limits the
quantization noise resulting from the single language syntactic thus helping capture universal
concepts better. Cognitive psychology notes that multilingual babies exhibit better attention
and conflict management, and adjust to new rules quicker than monolingual babies [31].
For the image-related task, we retrieve the η and ηK nearest neighbors from the DeepFashion [30] dataset for positive and negative target images to form subspace descriptors
which represent the learning context of target images, and form the manifold of fashion
images. From the psychological point of view, our approach is motivated by knowledge
transfer, which is ‘the dependency of human conduct, learning or performance on prior experience’ a.k.a. ‘transfer of particle’ [52]. Notice that pre-training our visual task on the
DeepFashion is impossible as DeepFashion dataset is not organised in the form of dialogue.
In conclusion, providing multiple translations and multiple positive images (subspaces
are second-order statistics) helps our pipeline capture better the innate variance of data.

3

7

Our Approach

Notations. Bold lowercase symbols are vectors e.g., µ , φ , ψ . Regular lowercase/uppercase
symbols are scalars e.g., η, K, N. Bold uppercase symbols are matrices or sets of parameters
e.g., Θ . Symbols and ⊕ are the vector concatenation & summation (residual link).
Pipeline. Our pipeline in Figure 1a follows the baseline model [37] in that we use the
Multimodal Encoder, Text Decoder and Image Decoder (Feature Matching Head only). The
Multimodal Encoder receives the context, a collection of N =3 utterances which are snippets
of dialogues between a shopper and a retail agent obtained by a sliding window, a standard
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protocol on the MMD dataset of retail dialogues. The context window may contain text,
image, or both modalities. The Multimodal Encoder takes N utterances, based on a discrete
vocabulary of size V , and ResNet-50 encoded images to produce the Context Descriptor
which is fed to the Text Decoder and Image Decoder, whose roles are to predict a target
ground truth text responses (within discrete vocabulary space) and/or generate ResNet-50
image features to retrieve a visual recommendation from the MMD (or SIMMC) dataset
(also encoded with ResNet-50). As the baseline model [37] is formulated as two separate
tasks, it requires ground truth test labels about the type of output task to perform. In contrast,
we introduce the Task Discriminator (the pink box in Figure 1a which resolves this issue. To
improve predictions, our Text and Image Decoders use the assisted supervision by leveraging the knowledge from the DeepFashion [30] dataset and the translation model [34] in an
unsupervised way. Section 2 details the Multimodal Encoder. Below we detail our decoders.
Image-based Task. Figure 3 shows our Feature Matching Head (Image Decoder). The
image-based task finds the closest match between a predicted image descriptor and one positive and K negative ground truth descriptor candidates per target utterance. The image-based
0
task uses two losses, the standard loss L† given
by Eq. (1) and ourηassisted
supervision
loss:


+ −
−
‡
+
T
+
−
−
µ (µ
µ −µ
µ )− ∑ uTn (u+
L µ , Θ ; µ , Θ , µ , Θ = max 0, 1−µ
−u
)
,
(2)
n
n
n=1
∗
D
where ψ ∈ R is a feature vector of size D = 2048 obtained by passing the Context Descrip0
tor ψ ∈R1024 from CE via an FC layer. Moreover, µ ∈RD and Θ ≡[u1 , ..., uη 0 ]∈RD×η are the
context feature vectors generated by an FC layer, indicated in Figure 3, which are encouraged
+
D×η 0
by a Hinge loss to approach the mean µ + ∈ RD and eigenvectors Θ + ≡ [u+
1 , ..., uη 0 ] ∈ R
0

−
D×η . Visual
and stay repelled from the mean µ −∈RD and eigenvectors Θ−≡[u−
1 , ..., uη 0 ]∈R
+
−
+
−
µ , Θ ) and (µ
µ , Θ ) represent the positive and negative conFeature Descriptors (VFD) (µ
−
D
text for the ground truth positive and negative target descriptors ψ +∈RD and ψ −
1 , ..., ψ K ∈R
obtained from ResNet-50. Below we explain Neighbor Embedding by Hard Assignment
(NEHA) and Neighbor Embedding by Soft Assignment (NESA) which produce VFDs.
0+
D
NEHA is obtained by applying SVD to η and ηK nearest neighbors ψ 0 +
1 , ..., ψ η ∈ R and
−
−
ψ 0 11 , ..., ψ 0 ηK ∈ RD found among images of DeepFashion [30] dataset encoded by ResNet50, represented by L feature descriptors ψ 01 , ..., ψ 0L . The search is performed by FAISS [23],
an extremely efficient approximate nearest neighbor search library, by searching feature descriptors of DeepFashion against the ground truth positive/negative target descriptors ψ + and
−
ψ−
1 , ..., ψ K from the MMD dataset, respectively. Figure 1b shows the quality of matching
images from DeepFashion against ground truth images from MMD.
ψ , η; {ψ
ψ 0 1 , ..., ψ 0 L }) denotes the FAISS
Algorithm 1 shows steps of NEHA. FAISS_NN(ψ
ψ 0 1 , ..., ψ 0 L }. Moreover,
search which retrieves η approximate nearest neighbors of ψ from {ψ
0
0
ψ 1 , ..., ψ η ; η ) returns η ≤ η leading eigenvectors and eigenvalues (Θ
Θ, λ ). We note
SVD(ψ
that NEHA does not take into account the effect of decreasing similarity between the ground
truth positive/negative target descriptors and searched feature descriptors of DeepFashion as
one progresses over consecutive 1, ..., η nearest neighbors. Thus, Visual Feature Descriptors
µ + , Θ + ) and (µ
µ − , Θ − ) may provide gradually worsening visual context for target descrip(µ
tors of MMD. To his end, we introduce an improved strategy below.
NESA follows NEHA but it uses reweighting by so-called Soft Assignment applied prior to
SVD steps. We use the two weighting functions for positive ψ 0 + and negative ψ 0 − :
−

ψ 0 , ψ +, Ψ − ) = τ(ψψ 0 ,ψψ1+,Ψ
s+ (ψ
e
Ψ− )

ψ 0−ψ
ψ + ||22
||ψ
2σ 2

−

ψ 0 , ψ +, Ψ − ) = τ(ψψ 0 ,ψψ1+,Ψ
and s− (ψ
max e
Ψ− )
k=1,...,K

ψ 0−ψ
ψ − ||2
||ψ
k 2
2σ 2

,

(3)
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K
ψ−
ψ 0 , ψ +, Ψ − ) given below normalizes probability partiwhere Ψ − ≡ {ψ
k }k=1 . Expression τ(ψ
tions in Eq. (3):
ψ 0−ψ
ψ − ||2
||ψ
ψ 0−ψ
ψ + ||22
||ψ
k 2
−
−
−
0
+
K
2
2
2σ
2σ
ψ ,ψ ,Ψ )=e
τ(ψ
+∑k=1 e
,
(4)
while σ determines the steepness of likelihood partitions. The Soft Assignment step is per0+
+ ψ 0 + , ·, ·), ..., s+ (ψ
0−
0−
ψ 0+
formed by reweighting ψ 0 +
1 , ..., ψ η by s (ψ
1
η , ·, ·) and ψ 11 , ..., ψ ηK by
− ψ 0 − , ·, ·). Algorithm 1 (with steps highlighted in blue) realizes NESA.
ψ 0−
s− (ψ
11 , ·, ·), ..., s (ψ
ηK


NEHA and NESA use combination losses: L† ψ ∗ ; ψ +, Ψ − +λ L‡ µ , Θ ; µ +, Θ +, µ −, Θ − .

NNO. Nearest Neighbor Only (NNO) strategy is given for completeness. NNO simply encourages the standard head with one FC layer (gray block in Figure 3) to get closer not only
to target samples of MMD but also to the positive approximate nearest
neighbor(s) retrieved

2
ψ ∗ − η1 ∑ηn=1 ψ 0 +
from DeepFashion. NNO uses combined losses: L† ψ ∗ ; ψ +, Ψ − +λ ||ψ
n ||2 .

Text-based Task. Figure 2b shows that apart from the standard GRU decoder (gray
blocks), we use translating network [34] to translate [34] ground truth sentences from English into French, German and Russian, with one GRU per language. For English, we have
a GRU with hidden states h e1 , ..., h eM0 , output predictions pe1 , ..., peM0 and ground truth one-hot
vectors ye1 , ..., yeM0 . By analogy, we use analogous streams for other languages. Moreover,
every pem ∈ R7457 is an output of an FC layer connected to the corresponding hidden state
h em ∈ R1024 . The FC layer translates hidden states into word activation vectors corresponding
to a 7457 dimensional dictionary. Note that for every language, the dictionary size differs.
For French, we have 9519 words after considering words with the occurrence of at least 5×
given the training data. Each sentence starts with the start-of-sentence token, ends with the
end-of-sentence token and is padded to the maximum sentence length of M 0 = 20 with the
pad-sentence token. Pink blocks realize the assisted supervision for the text-based task. At
the test time, they are removed. The final loss for the Text Decoder becomes:
 M0


T
M0
(5)
L (pem , yem ), (pmf , ymf ), ... m=1 ; λ f , ... = ∑ yem T log (pem ) + λ f ymf log pmf + ... ,
m=1

f

where λ is the relevance constant of the French translation task, and λ g and λ r are relevance
constants for German/Russian but we omit them from notations for brevity.
Task Discriminator (TD). The Context Descriptor1 ψ ∈ R2048 is passed to an FC layer
(2048×3 size) following the cross-entropy loss with task labels: text-based, image-based
and text+image-based. During training, we can access such labels. Thus, during testing, we
can go beyond separate protocols of the baseline model [37]. Figure 1a shows TD and the
switches that pass relevant halves of ψ to subsequent modules.

4

Experiments

Datasets. Our experiments are conducted on the MMD datasets [37] v1 and v2 containing
∼150000 dialogues and the SIMMC dataset [33], with ∼13K human-human dialogues and
∼169K utterances. The assisted supervision for the text-based task is achieved via model
[34] trained on the WMT [8] and Paracrawl [6] datasets containing ∼150M sentence pairs.
The assisted supervision for the image-based task is achieved by retrieving relevant feature
descriptors from the DeepFashion dataset [30] (∼0.8M images).
1 For evaluations where we use TD, the Context Descriptor ψ is in fact 2048 dimensional as its both halves are
dedicated to text- and image-based tasks, respectively. For individual tasks, ψ are 1024 dimensional.
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BLEU
[37] 14.58
[37] 20.42
[37] 19.58
[1]
24.35
26.21

NIST
2.61
3.09
2.46
4.12
4.45

Tran.

MMD v2

T-HRED
[37] 35.9 5.14
M-HRED
[37] 56.67 7.51
M-HRED+attention
[37] 50.20 6.64
M-HRED+attention+KB
[1] 46.36
(Ours) Augmentation (random deletion)
56.83 7.55
(Ours) Augmentation (sentence compr. [22]) 57.65 7.62
(Ours) Augmentation (back translation [34]) 59.06 7.96
(Ours) Pre-training (on SIMMC dataset [33]) 58.91 7.95
(Ours) Training on MMD+SIMMC)
59.03 7.98
(Ours) Pre-training (French)
58.78 7.91
(Ours) Assisted sup. (French)
60.12 8.11
(Ours) Assisted sup. (French+German)
60.51 8.17
(Ours) Assisted sup. (French+German+Russian) 60.75 8.22
(Ours) Pre-training (French)
60.88 9.28
(Ours) Assisted sup. (French)
64.47 11.18
(Ours) Assisted sup. (French+German)
65.54 12.41
(Ours) Assisted sup. (French+German+Russian) 66.19 12.89

Table 1: Text-based task (MMD v1 & v2). THRED / M-HRED are text-only HRED / Multimodal HRED. Tran.: transformer backb. [48].

T-HRED
[37]
M-HRED
[37]
M-HRED+attention[37]
(Ours) NNO η = 1
(Ours) NNO η = 2*
(Ours) NEHA η = 4*
(Ours) NESA η = 4*

R@1
46.0
72.0
79.0
82.6
83.0
84.5
85.3

R@2
64.0
86.0
88.0
88.8
88.9
89.7
90.3

R@3
75.0
92.0
93.0
93.2
93.2
93.6
94.0

T-HRED
[37]
M-HRED
[37]
M-HRED+attention[37]
(Ours) NNO η = 1
(Ours) NNO η = 2*
(Ours) NEHA η = 4*
(Ours) NESA η = 4*

44.0
69.0
78.0
82.5
83.1
84.5
85.2

60 .0
85.0
87.0
88.6
88.8
89.5
90.1

72.0
90.0
92.3
92.8
92.9
93.2
93.7

MMD v1

T-HRED
M-HRED
M-HRED+attention
M-HRED+attention+KB
(Ours) Pre-training (French)
(Ours) Assisted sup. (French)

MMD v2

MMD v1

8

Table 2: Image-based task (MMD v1 &
v2) for one positive and K =5 negative target images. T-HRED is HRED with context images ignored in training. M-HRED
is the Multimodal HRED. See Recall at
top-1, 2 and 3, ‘*’ is the optimal η.

MMD dataset [37] contains 105439 train, 22595 validation and 22595 test dialogues, each
with ∼40 shopper-retailer utterances containing a sentence, images or both modalities. We
used train, validation and test splits to train, select hyperparameters and report final results,
respectively. MMD v2 does not contain additional image descriptions from the agent.
SIMMC dataset [33] has ∼13K human-human dialogs and ∼169K utterances, it uses a
multimodal Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) setup, on two shopping domains, furniture (grounded in a
shared virtual environment) and fashion (grounded in an evolving set of images).
Settings. Following Saha et al. [37], we perform the text- and image-based tasks for which
we use the same hidden unit size, text encoding size and the learning rate as M-HRED [37].
For our combined task (TD module), the hidden unit size is doubled (Section 3). For the
text- and image-based tasks, we report BLEU/NIST [37] and Recall at top-l cut-off (R@l).
Results. Below we start with cross-validation of key hyperparameters followed by presenting our main results for text-, image- and mixed (text+images) tasks.
Cross-validation of λ f and λ . For joint training of French auxiliary decoder with the base
English decoder, we cross-validated λ f ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0} on the validation set (see
Figure 4a). We fixed λ f =0.3 throughout experiments as this value yielded the highest score
of 60.25% (BLEU) on the MMD v2 validation split. If we use two auxiliary decoders e.g.,
French and German, we set λ f = λ g = 0.15. For three auxiliary decoders, we set λ f =
λ g = λ r = 0.1. For joint training of the main stream (FC→ReLU→FC) and the assisted
supervision stream in Feature Matching Head from Figure 3, we set λ =0.5 following crossvalidation on the validation set given NEHA, shown Figure 4b.
Image-based Task. Firstly, we evaluate the baseline M-HRED+attention with ResNet-50
in place of VGG-16, and we note that the results are within ±0.3% of results given the
original M-HRED+attention with VGG-16. Table 2 shows that using the assisted supervision
via the NNO strategy with one nearest neighbor (η = 1) improves results over the baseline
M-HRED+attention by ∼3.6% and ∼4.5% (R@1) given versions v1 and v2 of the MMD
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BLEU
R@1
52.17 M-HRED+att. 75.05
Assisted sup. (French) 55.29
NEHA
81.50
(French+German+Russian) 56.11
NESA
82.43
M-HRED

Table 3: Mixed task (MMD v2) with the Task
Discr., assisted supervision (text and images).
User 1 User 2 User 3
clarity
61.6
58.4
64.2
compactness 52.0
52.8
54.6
helpfulness 62.0
60.2
63.0

mean
61.4
53.1
61.7

Table 4: User study on the mixed task (MMD
dataset v2). Our approach vs. M-HRED.
Component (or method)

runtime (h)

T-HRED / M-HRED
15 / 15
Pre-training (Fr) (+fine-tuning En)
16 + 6
Augmentation (back translation) + transl. 15 + 40
Assisted sup. (Fr / Fr+Ge / Fr+Ge+Ru) 20 / 29 / 38
Translator [34] (En → Fr / Ge / Ru)
Evaluating BLEU & NIST

20 / 20 / 20
0.5

Table 5: Runtimes: text task (MMD v2).

HRE (SIMMC)
Ours F+R+G
Ours+Trans. F+R+G
Ours NEHA
Ours NESA

BLEU
0.079
0.102
0.187
n/a
n/a

R@1
16.3
n/a
n/a
17.3
20.1

R@5
33.1
n/a
n/a
33.7
35.5

R@10
41.7
n/a
n/a
42.2
43.1

Table 6: SIMMC-Fashion (Task 2). Response Generation. F+R+G are French,
Russian and German auxiliary tasks. Tran.
is the transformer backbone [48].
Component (or method)

runtime (h)

T-HRED / M-HRED
15 / 15
NNO
16
NEHA / NESA
18 / 19
ResNet-50 features (MMD+DeepFashion) 6
FAISS search [23] (+SVD)
1.5 (+2)
Evaluating R@1
0.1
T-HRED / M-HRED (text+image)
Mixed task (text+image+task discr.)

30 / 30
40

Table 7: Runtimes: image-based task (various comp.) and the mixed task (MMD v2).

dataset. Choosing the optimal number of nearest neighbors for NNO (η =2) improves results
by further 0.4% (R@1) over NNO (η =1) on both versions of MMD. Moreover, utilizing our
subspace-based NEHA, we obtain 5.5% and 5.5% (R@1) improvement over the baseline MHRED+attention given both versions of MMD. Our best performer, subspace-based NESA
yields 6.3% and 7.2% (R@1) improvement over the baseline M-HRED+attention model.
Text-based Task. Table 1 shows results (BLEU and NIST metrics) by comparing target
sentences against predicted sentences. Pre-training Text Decoder with French language
prior to fine-tuning on English improves results by ∼4% and ∼2.1% (BLEU) over the MHRED baseline on both MMD v1 and v2. Using random word deletions for augmentation yielded gain of 0.16% (BLEU) over the M-HRED baseline (MMD v2). Augmentations via so-called sentence compression [22] scored ∼1% over M-HRED, whereas augmentations via the so-called back-translation (using translating model [34]) scored ∼2.4%
over M-HRED. Pre-training on SIMMC [33] was marginally worse (and very similar to
combined training on MMD+SIMMC). However, using the assisted supervision, that is,
an auxiliary decoder for French, improves results by further ∼3.5% (BLEU) over the MHRED baseline (MMD v2). Augmentations by back translation require translating sentences
twice English→French→English (additional 20 hours), whereas our assisted supervision requires only English→French translation. Adding auxiliary German and Russian decoders (to
French) and the main decoder for English yields over 4% (BLEU) over the M-HRED baseline (MMD v2). Finally, using the transformer backbone [48] results in a ∼5% boost. The
benefit of adding multiple auxiliary language decoders is clear. In what follows, we use the
GRU backbone not transformers (the backbone choice is a secondary matter). Pre-training
the text backbone on the SIMMC dataset [33] before applying our assisted step may also
boost results. Applying the sentence compression model [22] via an auxiliary decoder (in
addition to French, German and Russian) in our assisted supervision is also possible.
Mixed Task. Firstly, we evaluate our Task Discriminator on the MMD dataset (v2) and
note that it achieves 97.0% accuracy. This means that results in Tables 1 and 2 represent
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upper bound scores for this paragraph as both tables report on two separate tasks (oracle
knowledge regarding which task is which) according to protocol in Saha et al. [37]. Table
3 shows that results for the mixed task dropped marginally compared to results in Tables
1 and 2. Our best assisted supervision methods outperformed best baselines M-HRED and
M-HRED+attention equipped with Task Discriminator by ∼4% (BLEU) and ∼7.4% (R@1).
Ablations on NEHA w.r.t. η 0 ≤ η. Below we investigate the impact of subspace size w.r.t.
η 0 and the impact of η nearest neighbors retrieved from DeepFashion on the performance of
image-based task. Figure 4c shows that the best performance is attained for η 0 =η =4 and the
trend suggests that η 0 ≈η is a good choice. Figure 4d shows that η 0 =η =5 is a better choice
for R@3, which allows two incorrect matches precede the correct one. Thus, including more
nearest neighbors of positive/negative target images of MMD boosts the score.
Nearest Neighbors+the Hinge Loss. Positive/negative nearest neighbors retrieved from
DeepFashion for positive/negative target images can be fed directly into our assisted supervision loss in Eq. (2). Figures 4c and 4d evaluate such a setting (η 0 =0) as it is a special case
of our subspace-based approach if η 0 = 0 (only µ − and µ + are used if η 0 = 0). On average,
such a setting is ∼2% worse than the subspace-based context. Subspaces capture robustly
second-order statistics by discarding eigenvalue scaling and the smallest factors.
User study. We asked 3 users to score our best performer vs. M-HRED on MMD (v2)
(randomized test) in terms of clarity, compactness and helpfulness on 500 system responses.
Table 4 shows that ∼61.0% responses of the assisted supervision were clearer and more
helpful (vs. 39% of M-HRED). Both methods were generating similarly compact responses.
SIMMC. Table 6 shows that using the multilingual decoding head yields 2.3% and ∼10%
gain (BLEU) on RNN and transformers backbone over the HRE baseline (see the SIMMC
paper for details of HRE). Moreover, our visual NESA yielded ∼4% gain (R@1 score).
Runtimes. Our code is implemented in PyTorch and evaluated on an NVIDIA Tesla P100
(unless stated otherwise). Table 5 (runtimes for the text-based tasks) shows that the T-HRED
and M-HRED baselines take ∼15 hours to train. Our assisted supervision (French) uses extra
5 hours. Translations are obtained off-line with translator [34]. However, the best augmentation strategy that we tried (back translation) takes 55 hours, whereas our assisted superv.
takes 40 hours (including translation time). Table 7 (runtimes for the image-based tasks)
shows that the T-HRED and M-HRED baselines take ∼15 hours to train. Nearest Neighbor
Only, NEHA and NESA require 1, 3, and 4 extra hours. The off-line pre-processing includes
the ResNet-50 feature extraction from MMD and DeepFashion (6 hours), nearest neighbor
search with FAISS [23] (1.5 hours, 4 GPUs) and running SVD (2 hours, 4 GPUs).

5

Conclusions

We have introduced the assisted supervision which boosts the performance by leveraging
AUDITED. Sampling auxiliary nearest neighbors from the natural manifold of fashion images helps create a meaningful visual context for the image task. With appropriate Soft
Assignment reweighting and subspace modeling, benefits become clear while (by design)
not posing any extra burden at the testing time. Learning to decode target dialogue sentences
in several languages helps reduce the noise of single language syntactic.
Acknowledgement. This work was supported by CSIRO’s Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence Future Science Platform (MLAI FSP).
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